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From the editor… 
 

As I sit here finishing up this issue, there is almost two feet of new snow outside, the Christmas tree is in the 

corner and a there is a fire in the fireplace. I was concerned at the beginning of the quarter that I would have a 

hard time getting enough stuff to have a complete issue, but everyone came through and we have a good variety 

of articles by several contributors. We have a new map drawn by Terry. The Carbide Caving Trip to Goods 

Cave was a hit. We have signed up for WNS bat monitoring program that starts in February. 

 

We accomplished a couple of long term projects this quarter. First I would like to thank Don and Jim for the 

improvements to the web site.  It now has upgraded links to the NSS for WNS updates, hot email links for 

Cleversburg Sink and Carnegie status, a nice executive committee information page, and most notably an online 

repository for the newsletter.  

 

Second, we are now collecting water level data in Cleversburg Sink. The sensor takes readings every 15 

minutes. There is a preliminary chart that covers a two month period included in this issue. Professor Feeney 

will be writing a paper for the US Geological Survey and will also be submitting a paper to the NSS. 

 

I’d like to thank Todd, Terry, Mark, Don, Jim, Kerry, Gordy, and Prof. Feeney for contributing articles, photos 

quotes and information used in this issue.  

 

Ken Tayman, Editor  
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Speleo-Spotlight... 

                                                                                Kerry Speelman  NSS # 47049 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

he first time I met Kerry was when he showed up 

at FCG meeting to propose ways that MAKC 

could help us work with Southampton Township 

in managing Cleversburg Sink, a very successful 

undertaking. He’s been a member of MAKC since 1998 

and was worked on several projects. 

 

His first cave was Barton's Cave near Laurel Caverns in 

1993. He got a lead from a Boy Scout friend. Probably 

did that cave 15 times with friends before being put in 

touch with Kim Metzgar. She steered him to people and 

eventually ended up in Loyalhanna Creek Cave, Shafer 

Run Cave, and Bear Cave. He soon graduated to Sinks of 

Gandy, Stillhouse, and Bowden Caves in West Virginia. 

 

He has helped and led many surveying projects and 

completed the drafting of cave maps in 

Pennsylvania including Hesston Cave, Barton's Cave, 

Lincoln Caverns & Whisper Rocks, Glory Hole Cave, 

Strangford Cave, Harlansburg Cave, and many other 

caves in Somerset County. Glory Hole Cave was one of 

the most significant finds, though short due to sumps.  

Glory Hole Cave has a spring entrance which empties 

into  Swatara Creek. 

 

Dill Cave (Pocahontas County) and Scott Hollow Cave 

(Monroe County) are his two favorite caves in WV. 

 

 Kerry says his toughest trip was in Big Springs/Blowing 

Cave in Tucker County, WV. , where, when they noticed 

the “sump” is dry, decided to do a trough trip. The main 

problem was no one knew the route! After hours of 

crawling in the stream passage he started shivering and 

became very cold. He made a heat tent from a candle and 

a garbage bag which worked really well. He thought they 

were going to have to backtrack to get out and he knew 

he couldn’t make that trip! They did eventually find a 

small room with warm air. There was a small hole in the 

breakdown and soil where they could see daylight. After 

an hour of digging and a harrowing crawl through a herd 

of spiders, they were out. It was a 20 minute hike using 

GPS to find their car. They had a flat tire on the way back 

to OTR. He was sick during the rest of OTR that year and 

spent most of the weekend sleeping and got medical 

attention for pneumonia when he got home. 

 

A 2000 graduate of University of Pittsburg at Johnstown 

with BS in Geology (minor in Biology), he has worked 

for Science Applications International Corporation 

(SAIC) in Harrisburg, PA as a Project Manager and 

Professional Geologist (PG) since 2000,  performing 

hydro-geologic studies and handling environmental issues 

(i.e. contamination) and cleanups for clients.

T 

 
Kerry in one of Williamson P-Caves that can be identified 

by the unique Drapery/Stalagmite formation. 
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JUNCTION CAVE LAVA TUBE, 
EL MALPAIS NATIONAL MONUMENT, NEW MEXICO 

AUGUST 24, 2009 BY TODD ROBERTS 
 

 

Junction Cave is a lava tube located in the 

El Malpais National Monument; about 100 

miles drive west of Albuquerque, NM. The 

park covers approximately 114,000 acres 

and contains multiple lava flows ranging in 

age from over 100,000 years old to as 

recent as within the last 400-1000 years. 

The area is covered with volcanoes and 

contains several lava tube systems, 

including one in the Banderas Crater Flow, 

that has been traced for over sixteen miles. 

Junction Cave was formed in the Calderon 

Flow, one of the oldest flows in the park. It 

is the first tube encountered just within 

sight of a parking area off RT53. Walking 

from the parking area, the first sign of the 

tube is a large collapsed section about 150 

feet long and 40-50 feet wide.   

At the western end of 

the collapsed trench 

the roof of the tube 

has held and a short 

section of tube can be 

entered.  At first 

glance the room 

appears to be maybe 

100 feet long and as 

wide as the collapsed 

trench, 20 feet tall in 

the middle and ending 

in a breakdown slope.  

looking at a map after 

my visit, it appears 

that this breakdown 

can be passed, leading 

to another 100-200 

feet of passage that is 

used as a summer 

roost by a colony of 

bats, so is probably 

best avoided. 

 
Aerial photo - USGS 

 
Todd at Western end of the larger collapse leading to bat roost 
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Intending to try and make a 3D 

photographic model of the tube using 

Microsoft's online Photosynth 

program, I began walking the length 

of the trench photographing it from 

multiple angles.  The Photosynth 

program builds a 3D point cloud by 

comparing overlapping photos of the 

same object taken from different 

locations.  I've experimented with the 

program in caves a few times, which 

would be an article all by its self to 

attempt to describe.At the east end of 

the trench a second section of tube 

remains intact.  The passage here 

dips down about 30 feet over 

breakdown for 50 feet, before 

climbing back up to a smaller round 

collapse 100 feet from the first 

entrance.  Standing in the middle of 

this tunnel, both the trench entrance 

and the skylight entrance can be seen 

at the same time. 
 

Past the skylight entrance continuing back down the breakdown slope, I finally left daylight and encountered 

two "spelunkers" on 

their way out, 

sharing a flashlight 

between them.  To 

their credit, they 

asked me if I knew 

where they might find 

a store to buy some 

headlights so they 

could explore further 

into the tube. 

 

Feeling a bit silly 

giving out gear advice, 

since I wasn't exactly 

outfitted for serious 

caving myself, (a 

camera flash counts as 

a 3rd light source, 

right?  Counting the 

screen on my cell 

phone I had 4!)  I gave 

them a quick rundown 

of basic caving gear 

and suggested they 

seek out a grotto to 

 
Eastern end of larger collapse heading under trail towards East 

Entrance collapse 

 
Looking west from just inside the East Entrance collapse. 
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join when they got back home, which turned out to be somewhere back east in New England.  They thanked me and 

headed back to their car and I continued photographing my way into the tube.The cave floor is mostly large boulders, 

either breakdown from the ceiling, or maybe broken crust from cooling lava as the tube drained.  

 

200-300 feet from the skylight is an intersection, (perhaps the "junction" of Junction cave?)  The main tube continues 

to the left, 40-50 feet wide and up to 20 feet tall, but to the right is a smaller more sinuous passage.  The floor becomes 

smooth rock with dust and damp clay in this passage and the walls here are smoother and more more sculpted.  From 

the ceiling, hundreds of stalactite-like drips hang in places, resembling short soda straws growing from small draperies 

 

After a brief stooping walk/crawl I entered a small standing room.  From here the passage became what looked like a 

belly crawl that the folks I'd met on my way in said continued, but I was borrowing a friend's car and didn't have a 

change of clothes, so crawling in dirt (with questionable light sources) didn't seem like the right thing to do.  On top of 

that, the cave was COLD. 

 

I didn't have a thermometer, but I'd guess the temperature in the caves was in the 30s.  Several lava tubes in the area 

are said to contain year round ice, so this must be the norm for the area.  A few miles up the road from the tube I 

visited is a privately owned cave know as "Ice Cave", which might have been worth a visit, but I was low on cash. 

As I exited the cave, the people I'd met earlier had returned with more lights!  

 

 

While searching for background information for this trip report, I found a map of Junction Cave in an online copy of 

the article Lava Caving Areas in New Mexico by Mike Goar and Cyndi Mosch (who are now married) from the Sixth 

International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology in 1991.  Junction cave being the largest photo-mapping experiment I 

have attempted so far, I was surprised to see how well some areas of the Photosynth point cloud line up with a regular 

cave map. 

 

Taking photos so that Photosynth can use them is a little tricky, but I have hopes that the program (or one like it) may 

have some potential for cave mapping use.  To see the entire Photosynth file, go to: 

http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=bea77f7d-f1de-4a94-a643-b6bedad5df91 
 

Special Thanks to Mike 

Goar for permission to 

reprint parts of the 

Junction Cave map.  The 

cave was surveyed and 

mapped in 1990 by Jeff 

Forbes, Mike Goar, Dave 

Gose, Marcia Nicholas 

and John Stevenson with 

photo documentation by 

John Cochran.  Mike 

Goar drafted the map, 

which can be found in the 

symposia section of the 

Commission on Volcanic 

Caves website, 

www.vulcanospeleology.

org More info on El 

Malpais National 

Monument can be found 

on the NPS website at 

www.nps.gov/ELMA 
  

 
 

 

Comparisons of Photosynth point cloud with aerial photo and traditional 

cave map.  Map reprinted with permission. 

 

http://www.vulcanospeleology.org/
http://www.vulcanospeleology.org/
http://www.nps.gov/ELMA
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Sites Cave 
OTR 2009, by Mark Guiffre 

 
ith permission from Bob and his wife 

(sorry forgot her name), Trent, Rex and 

I set off in Rexes white pickup truck to 

bounce sites cave.  Sites cave was cool and fun, 

but the trip to and from the cave was almost as 

fun. 

Our side show got off to a funny start at 

the bathroom before Sites. I followed Rex into the 

bathroom; he went into a stall, I went to a urinal. 

Rex commenced to make funny noises struggling 

to take care of his business, only to hear single 

plop into the water. After we both contained our 

uncontrollable laugher, Rex said out loud, “stage 

fright.” Walking out of the station, Trent ask us 

what was so funny, neither one of us could answer 

because we couldn’t stop giggling. 

Onward to Sites; we were told to get to the 

cave, park on the side of the road and walk in; Rex 

wanted nothing to with walking. So we got out 

and checked out the trail and found a dry rock 

creek bed about 100 feet from the road blocking 

our way. I looked at Trent and said “he’s not? I 

would like to cave, not track down a tow truck.” 

Vroom, vroom, incoming!!!! Dodge ram, Rex and 

all, went into the creek, but never came out. 

Hmmm, “when are we considered overdo?” I said 

to myself.  

Rex gets out of the truck and lights a cigg 

and stands there contemplating. I wish I had a 

camera, he was wearing an old bathing suit, no 

shirt, and had sneakers on with holes I them: 

Classic! He tried backing out, but the mud flap got 

stuck under the tire and started pulling the bumper 

off.  About five minutes after the truck became 

part of the creek, Trent put rocks and such under 

the tires, and then Rex gunned it and with lots of 

crackling and crunching noises, the truck bounced 

free to the other side.  

This was not our only obstacle; we had to 

cut a tree apart that had falling across the trail and 

bloodsucking bugs that ate us to death when 

changing. Then, because of the bouncing the truck 

did, we had to look for our caving gear that is now 

dislodged in the bed of the truck. 

We hiked up and found the entrance Sites 

and tied up. Trent went down 1
st
. followed by me, 

and then Rex. I tried telling Rex to be patient with 

me at 1
st
; he didn’t understand my leg shaking 

problem. After about ten minutes I went down. It 

seemed to take forever to descend. Is topped every 

once in the while to soak in the cave. It was 

awesome.  

I was looking forward to the climb out, this 

was supposed to be a real challenge and I have 

been bothering Pat for the last years to go because 

of the long climb out; I wanted to be challenge, a 

real workout, I wanted to be tested! Once at 

bottom, Trent went back up, and then Rex came 

down: now it’s my turn. I rigged up and got on 

rope. The big obstacle was the “finger”. The finger 

stuck out of the left wall and can cause big 

problems if the rope was draped over it. In our 

adventure, the finger was not a problem. I started 

to climb and before I knew it, I was already at the 

finger and slide; then I was up at the top. Wow, 

that was quick I told myself.  

Rex, on the other had had some small 

difficulties. He was wearing shorts and he placed 

his foot ascender on the wrong leg which caused 

the rope to cross his body and leg. All I heard was 

F that and F this the entire time Rex was climbing 

and all I could do is laugh. Keep in mind, Rex 

never curses! He was red around his neck and 

shoulders and his leg. 

We hiked up to Sites Attic and decide not 

to bounce it. We wanted to, but it was getting dark 

and we still had to get out and cross the creek. 

“Vroom, Vroom, crash, boom, bang, Vroom, 

Vroom: Stuck! A rock here and there, some more 

Vroom’s, crashes and loud noise and the truck 

bounced free again.  

It was an awesome trip. It was also my 1
st
 

vertical without Pat, which meant I had to trust 

people who I never gone caving with, but I 

quickly got over my fears once I saw Rex and 

Trent go to work. We went straight back to OTR 

only laughing at the gas station we stopped at on 

the way out.

 

W 
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Good‟s Carbide Trip -   aka „The Coon Scat Scoot‟ 
November 18, 2009 by Gordy Ley 

 

  A number of cavers assembled 

on Wednesday, November 18 to 

do a carbide-only trip into 

Good‟s Cave.  Ken Tayman did 

some preliminary work to get 

permission to enter the cave on 

the Egolf property near Five 

Forks.  Gordy and Dane arrived 

first, followed by Jonathan 

Peterson.  Next to roll in were 

Pat Minnick and Ken Tayman 

and finally Danny Cumbo with 

Jonathan Helta.  Todd Roberts 

had to work late, and Tina Blaik 

had a disagreement with a deer 

earlier in the week, so they were 

not in attendance.  We checked 

in at the house with Kevin Egolf 

and headed up the hill to the 

cave.  Ken had placed some 

reflectors indicating its location.  

If you did not know exactly where 

it was, you could spend awhile 

walking around in the field!  As it 

was, however, the cornfield was 

already harvested, and a cover crop 

of wheat was in place.  I drove 

right to the edge of the sink and 

tied a rope to the grab hook on my 

truck and tossed it down the hole, 

just in case!   I took a couple test 

shots, trying to get a handle on 

shooting some ambient light-only 

photos, and we entered the 

cave.  

   Good‟s Cave has a 

narrow profile something 

like an eyebrow, with mid 

and upper level passage as 

you enter from the 

sinkhole, narrowing and 

dropping to the right 

producing at least a feeling 

of some vertical aspect to 

the cave.  As one of my 

first-ever caves, with 

minimal lighting, some 

places can actually present 

as pits and seem quite 

intimidating!  As we 

progressed into the cave, it 

became obvious that we 

were not alone!  Lots of 

scat!!  Most of these 

 

L to R:  Pat, Ken, Dane (f), Jonathan H (r), Danny, Gordy and Jonathan P.      Photo by Gordy 

 

 

Dane in crawl in back towards Clothes Pin Rock                                                       Photo by Gordy 
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deposits had a profusion of white 

fungus on them.  Undisturbed, they 

gave the appearance of the hair on 

a troll doll.  Some seemed to look 

like cotton candy!  We found a 

register that I suppose was placed 

by FCG.  As we proceeded, we 

came to the down-tube to the 

lower area at the back of the cave, 

and access to Clothespin Rock.  I 

went down first to get some 

photos of others.  Dane followed 

feet-first, followed by Jonathan? 

head-first.  Next came Pat and 

Danny.  Jon and Ken elected to 

defer from dropping through the 

tube.  The down-tube can appear 

quite daunting; from the top, you 

cannot see where it goes and it 

does look intimidating.  It is not 

actually a tight squeeze, but it 

does get a little bit tighter before 

you get to the bottom where you 

bend to your right to drop out into 

the maze area and the Clothespin 

room.  As Jonathan dropped out, I 

gave him a water recharge which 

seemed to perk up his flame.   I 

took a few photos and we headed 

for the Clothespin.  Dane took 

some time to do some maintenance 

on his carbide lamp, commenting; 

“Now I remember why I 

STOPPED using this thing!”   

Beyond the Clothespin, Jonathan 

and Pat each took the opportunity 

to drop down a small hole to the 

„Skull‟.  There actually was 

some room to stand and look 

around at the bottom; I 

remember it being full of water.  

I recharged my lamp with water, 

as well as Pat, and Jonathan 

(again), and we headed out.   

After climbing up the tube, we 

dropped down the passage to the 

left to the lower levels, which 

parallel the passages that we 

came in.  Any connections 

between them produce the 

apparent „pits‟.  This passage is 

smaller, being at the tapered end 

of the „eyebrow‟.  I wanted to go 

out this way because Pat had 

spotted the raccoon in a cubby 

hole down there.  When we 

found him, it was obvious that 

he was NOT asleep!  He was 

breathing quite rapidly and was 

emitting a high snoring sound 

(read growl)!  I snapped a quick 

photo and left him alone.   All told, 

I guess we spent just over two 

hours in the cave.

 

Pat resting in notch of Clothes Pin Rock.                                                                Photo by Gordy 

 

 

Jonathan H. in the small room at end of the cave. Pretty tight crawl.                  Photo by Gordy 
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Water Level Research at Cleversburg Sink 

UPDATE: October 8, 2009: Check Sensor 
Professor Feeney and I agreed that we should check 

the sensor after a few weeks to make sure it was 

functioning properly. We met at the cave around 

10:00 AM.  

The first thing Prof Feeney did was dump the data to 

his PDA. A quick review of the data showed it 

seemed to be working but there were a few 

anomalies. The water seemed to drop steadily, but 

after several feet the reading flat lined??? 

We continued down into the cave and verified in fact 

the water had gone down significantly since we 

placed the sensor. I went to the ladder and 

determined the water had dropped four feet and was 

now down to the sixth step in the ladder, and there 

just to the right of the ladder was the sensor, hanging 

about 3 inches above a ledge…..in the air!!! Thus 

validating the flat line in the data. 

With the pooled water out of the way it became clear 

that when we had originally lowered the sensor down 

thru the window (20 feet above) it had become 

lodged on the bedrock ledge which we thought was 

the cave floor. There was another 6 feet to the bottom 

of the ladder, and off to the right of the breakdown 

that the ladder sits on is another 4 feet down to the 

floor. 

We spent the next hour, feeding in some of the excess 

cable and reposition the probe so that it now avoided 

the ledge and went completely down to the floor. 

This now makes it about 33 feet from the top of the 

window down to the floor below. That is a lot of 

water. 

We repositioned the cable near the cement gate to 

keep it more out of way of cavers as they go through 

the cement gate and the entrance room and departed.  

The chart below created by Prof. Feeney.  Article by Ken Tayman 

            This is a very preliminary chart showing a slow consistent 5 foot drop in the water level (blue) from mid September 

thru early October. The dark vertical spikes represent amounts of rainfall as measured at the Shippensburg weather 

station. All of the recent rainfall is not reflected here and should be interesting when we next collect data. 
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Soda Dam in New Mexico 
by Todd Roberts 

 

 

n addition to the lava tube I 

visited in New Mexic this 

past August, I also ran across 

a neat cave-like formation called 

Soda Dam about an hour and a 

half drive north of Albuquerque 

in the Santa Fe National forest.  

Soda Dam is a natural dam made 

of calcium carbonate deposited 

from geothermal springs.  The 

dam partially blocks and diverts 

the Jemez River as it flows out 

of the Jemez Mountains. 

The Jemez mountains are part of 

a "supervolcano", similar to 

Yellowstone, but smaller.  The 

collapsed caldera in the center of 

the mountains is 12 miles across, 

compared to the Yellowstone 

caldera which is 34 miles by 45 

miles.  The last major eruption 

was about 1 million years ago, 

with smaller lava flows 50,000 to 

60,000 years ago and the area 

still has active hot springs and 

steam vents. 

The dam is a huge outdoor 

flowstone formation that 

includes its own mini cave with a 

nice rimstone and flowstone 

formation inside of it. The dam 

is maybe 300 feet long and 40 or 

50 feet thick.  From the riverbed 

it's probably 20-30 feet tall.  

Several small springs in the 

immediate area contribute to the 

dam and other small features 

along the river. 

  

The water from these springs 

seems to contain far more 

dissolved minerals than are 

normally found in cave water 

here in the east, causing 

formations to grow much faster, 

in spite of being outside and 

exposed to wind, sun, rain and 

freezing.  Water droplets that 

dried on my camera before I had 

a chance to wipe them off left 

crusty little rings where they had 

been.  The process is so fast that 

algae hairs growing in small 

puddles get coated, forming a 

mass of delicate crystal strings.  

Underneath a small ledge a few 

feet up from the river, BB and 

pea sized cave pearls were 

forming.  

I 

 
Mini cave inside the dam 

 

 
Soda Dam, New Mexico 
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I'd guess a combination of heat, 

and judging by the smell, 

dissolved sulfur gases allows the 

water to become supersaturated 

with minerals on it's way to the 

surface, which it deposits very 

quickly once it cools and looses 

it's dissolved gas. 

 

On the main dam, visitors are 

free to climb into a miniature 

cave that has nice rimstone pool 

about 2 feet across at the top of a 

3 foot high flowstone mound 

covered with smaller rimstone, 

just like would be found in a 

normal limestone cave.  The 

entrance even has a column that 

has dripped down from the 

billowing stone above. 

  

Farther up the mountain to the 

west of the dam is a shelter cave 

popular with rock climbers that 

overlooks the dam area.  No one 

was climbing the day I was 

there, but there were a dozen or 

more carabiners hanging from  

 

the ceiling of the cave.  

Also across the road is one of the 

main springs the feeds (or used 

to feed) the dam.  When the road 

was built in the 60s, the springs 

were disrupted and the water 

from this one seems to pool 

inside a concrete barrier now. 

 

The spot is very popular with 

tourists and with the increased 

wear and tear from daily visitors 

and the possible disruption of the 

source of new material for the 

dam, I suspect that the formation 

will slowly disappear, but if 

you're ever in the area, it's a still 

a beautiful and interesting 

spot to see and any caver 

would appreciate a visit 

there. 

 

An online "photosynth tour" 

from photos I took can be 

found at: 

 

http://photosynth.net/view.a

spx?cid=98737a0e-c9f9-

4699-bdf1-f17253230a04 

The Forest Service website 

for Soda Dam is at: 

 

http://www.fs.fed.us/r3/sfe/r

ecreation/districts/jemez/poi

/sodadam.html 

 

 

 
Formations under a small ledge. 

 

 
Outdoor cave pearls under a small ledge. 

 

http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=98737a0e-c9f9-4699-bdf1-f17253230a04
http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=98737a0e-c9f9-4699-bdf1-f17253230a04
http://photosynth.net/view.aspx?cid=98737a0e-c9f9-4699-bdf1-f17253230a04
http://www.fs.fed.us/r3/sfe/recreation/districts/jemez/poi/sodadam.html
http://www.fs.fed.us/r3/sfe/recreation/districts/jemez/poi/sodadam.html
http://www.fs.fed.us/r3/sfe/recreation/districts/jemez/poi/sodadam.html
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Franklin County Grotto Web Page 

www.karst.org/fcg 

 
Thanks to a lot of persistent work by several 

grotto members, especially Don and Jim, the 

website has had many significant improvements. 

The biggest of which is the posting online of our 

most recent 3 years of newsletters. Being able to 

see them in “COLOR”, really enhances the 

articles and adds a lot of realism. We have been 

receiving lots of positive feedback.  

 

We also added pictures of the officers and email 

links to them. The Cleversburg Sink Kiosk 

information regarding access and keys has been 

added, along with several hot links to the grotto 

email and key holder points of contact. 

 

We have added more White Nose Syndrome 

information and links from our home page 

making it easy for anyone to quickly get up to 

date info on the status of WNS. 

There is more work to be accomplished, plus the 

never ending job of keeping things current. 

THANKS to the WEB guys!! 

“Quotes of the Quarter” 
 

“Yea, we all used to have hair then!” 
JP to BD returning from cave dig 

 

“Now I remember why I don’t use 

carbide anymore” 
DW @ Goods Cave 



2010 Officers 
 

Chair:   Ken Jones 

Vice-chair: Ken Tayman 

Secretary: Pat Minnick 

Treasurer: Anne Sheppard 

Member-at-Large:  Gordy Ley 

Member-at-Large:  Dane Wagle 
 

 
 

It’s a cave! 
 

Cleversburg Sink 
 

The current water level is: 27 feet 

 

>Entrance room 

 

Top of ladder (19’) 

 

 

Mid ladder (12’) 

 

 

Base of ladder 

 

Sand room 

 

Crawls sumped 

 

Dry 

 

 

Checked by: Ken Tayman on December 16, 2009 

Tips of breakdown protruding above water.  

 

http://www.karst.org/fcg
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Special Update – October 
30, 2009 – Congress 

Approves $1.9 Million for  

Congress approved $1.9 million in funding 
for increased research and monitoring for 
White Nose Syndrome.  This $1.9 million is 
for Federal Fiscal Year 2010, which began 
October 1.  It is in addition to the $800,000 
recently awarded by the USFWS for 
research projects. The money is part of the 
Interior Appropriations bill, which has now 
gone to the President for his signature. 

The NSS and its members played a leading 
role in this effort.  Your calls, e-mails, and 
personal contacts helped immensely.  Your 
donations to the WNS Rapid Response Fund 
not only helped fund research, but helped 
demonstrate how under-resourced 
scientists and wildlife mangers were to deal 
with WNS. Many other organizations 
concerned about bats, caves, and the 
environment collaborated, and our 
combined effort won the day. (NSS Website) 

 

Defendant to plead in Carter bat killings 

 
By KENNETH HART – The Independent 

ASHLAND 

One of two men charged with killing more than 

100 endangered Indiana bat s at Carter Caves 

State Resort Park in the fall of 2007 intends to 

plead guilty to a federal charge. 

 

Carpenter and Skaggs were indicted Oct. 1 on 

one count each of violating the federal 

Endangered Species Act. The offense carries a 

prison sentence of up to one year and a fine of 

up to $1,000.   

 

The indictment alleged the two men entered 

Laurel Cave on Oct. 26 and Oct. 27, 2007 and 

killed a number of Indiana bats by crushing 

them with rocks, flashlights and their feet. The 

bats were hibernating at the time and were 

knocked from their perches and killed, 

authorities said. 

 

Carpenter and Skaggs allegedly killed 23 bats 

the first time they were in the cave and 82 the 

second time, the indictment states.   
(Article from internet edited for length) 

Underwater free dive in Australia 
The Longest Dive:  On August 6, 2009, Mike Wells became the first to free-dive Fish Rock Cave, Australia’s longest underwater 

tunnel, off the coast of New South Wales. The 19 year free-diving vet conquered the winding 400 foot cavern in pitch-black waters 

teeming with fish, crustaceans, and sharks in two minutes and 48 seconds. Maintaining a steady heart rate was no easy feat, 

especially after his fin got stuck in a crevice.  

 

Start  Finis

h 
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Sluss Pit 
By Terry McClanathan NSS #12103 

 
I’m always on the lookout for hundred foot pits I haven’t been to. Early this past fall I learned of a pit 

reported to be in excess of that figure in the far south western part of the state. I sort of invited myself on 

a trip planned for the weekend of Nov. 14
th
. Our group consisted of Aaron Moses (Va. Tech), and Rick 

Shortt, and Leanne Barley of Wytheville. Our guides were John Rossi and Don Feathers of Tennessee. 

 

luss Pit is a little 

known hundred 

footer located in 

cave rich Scott 

County, Virginia. The pit 

is offset and the total drop 

is 138’. There is minimal 

horizontal development 

with the total depth of the 

cave being 141’. The 

entrance is near the crest 

of small but steep hill in a 

tiny sink. The hole is only 

about three feet in cross 

section. It drops 86’ to the 

first landing and for the 

most part maintains 

dimensions similar to the 

entrance, however, about 

ten feet down it enlarges to 

about 5’ x 15’ in diameter 

for a short ways. Beyond 

this bell, it assumes a more 

modest 3 x 5 cross section. 

At about the fifty foot 

level the pit narrows 

somewhat to 2’ x 4’. From 

the 86 foot landing a 1-2 

foot wide crevice slopes 

steeply to a drop off, from 

which a forty foot freefall 

completes the 138’ pit 

depth. The last forty feet is 

about 5’ x 10’ in diameter. 

A tight slot leads to a short 

alcove which makes a 

good shelter from the rock 

fall zone. (continued next page.). 

S 
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(Sluss Pit continued…) 

Sluss Pit has a short, but 

intriguing history. The 

landowners, Ben and Freda 

Sluss, said it was first 

entered around 1980 by a 

caver from the Blacksburg 

area. His name had been 

forgotten, but the owners 

recalled that he had lost his 

wallet in the pit. 

Apparently the pit 

remained unknown to 

cavers until it was 

“rediscovered” by 

Mountain Empire grotto 

members Don Feathers and 

Bill James from Kingsport, 

Tenn. in 2006 

 

Ben Sluss was very 

interested in his cave. He 

especially expressed a 

desire to know what was 

down there and was 

anxious for it to be 

explored. Tragically, Don 

related to me that Mr. 

Sluss was killed in a traffic 

accident near his farm just 

one week before he, John 

Rossi, Will Clark, and Bill 

James returned to explore 

the cave. During the 

process of their 

exploration, which 

included enlarging the slot 

below the 86 foot level to 

make it humanly passable, 

they recovered the wallet 

lost on the first descent 

more than 25 years ago. 

After a couple of decades 

in the pit, as you might 

expect, the contents of the 

wallet were in poor 

condition. John Rossi still 

has it and was able to make 

out a last name of Lutz 

with a photo and an 

expiration date of 1980 on 

what appeared to be some 

sort of identification card. 

 

I did some checking 

around with some old time 

cavers who were active in 

south western Virginia 

during that era in an effort 

to solve the mystery. Carol 

and Joe Zokaites kindly 

sent an e-mail to cavers 

affiliated with VPI grotto 

seeking information from 

anyone who might have 

known a  caver by the 

name of Lutz who was 

active during the 70’s or 

early 80’s. Several folks 

suggested Robert Lutz, a 

famed old time Virginia 

caver for decades, but 

mainly active during the 

50’s and 60’s. John Rossi 

told me the photo appeared 

to be of a fairly young 

caver maybe in his 

twenties. Although Robert 

Lutz was an NSS member 

into the mid 90’s, his 235 

NSS # would have made 

him an unlikely candidate. 

He probably would not 

have passed for a twenty 

something caver in 1980 

 

Michael Frieders, who has 

been an NSS member 

longer than I, volunteered 

that the mystery caver was 

probably Richard Lutz. He 

said he remembered 

Richard was caving 

actively in the area around 

that time and was a 

member of the VPI Cave 

Club.   

 

Michael suggested that I 

could check the VPI Cave 

Club Member Book and I 

would find him listed 

there. I did, and I saw that 

his NSS# was 13090, 

about a thousand after 

mine, which would have 

placed him sometime 

around 1970. The members 

book showed that he was 

inducted as a member of 

VPI Cave Club on April 

19, 1971 with a 

membership #156. John 

Rossi said he didn’t think 

the first name signature 

looked like it was Richard. 

If Richard Lutz was the 

first to explore Sluss Pit, it 

may never be verified.   

 

If he was a member of VPI 

Cave Club in 1971, he 

must have been an active 

caver for nearly a decade 

to have visited Sluss Pit in 

1980. However, his name 

does not appear in any 

early 80’s NSS directories. 

Whether or not he 

remained an active caver 

past that time is unknown.  

 

If anyone knows Richard 

Lutz, or if by chance 

Richard, you yourself, 

should ever read this and 

you are our mystery caver, 

John Rossi would be glad 

to return your wallet.



 

 

2009  

Cleversburg Sink/Carnegie Activity Summary 
Prepared by Ken Tayman 

 

 

March 9 

Carnegie: 

Ken T added 23 new addressees to the Carnegie Caver 

User List, and sent out update advising of prohibition of 

using park restrooms for clean up and of approved 

parking location 1/10
th

 mile west of cave, under I-81 

overpass. 

 

March 16 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Howard & Diane tack documents on Kiosk 

 

April 16 

Carnegie: 

Ken T sent out an email to the Carnegie Caver User List 

advising them of the caving moratorium due to WNS and 

informing them that Carnegie Cave was in a state that was 

affected by moratorium. Also included links to several 

WNS articles. 

 

April 29 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Ken T and Jonathan P checked water level @ 29’  

Hauled out trash (and hose) and performed lock 

maintenance 

 

May 5 

Cleversburg Sink: 

MAKC restricted access to all MAKC caves in 

observance of USFWS moratorium 

 

May 13 

Cleversburg Sink 

Ken T, Jonathan P and Prof. Tom Feeney (from Ship) 

recon cave entrance for placement of water level sensor. 

Checked water level @29’ 

 

June 24 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Ken T, Jonathan P, Howard W. set hangers to support 

Prof Feeney’s water level sensing equipment.  Checked 

water level @ 27’ (down about 2 feet from May) 

 

July 16 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Ken T, Jonathan P, and Pat Minnick surveyed from gate 

down to the hanger in big room.  

Checked water level @ 19’ (top of ladder) this is down 8’ 

from June 24 

 

September 15 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Prof. Feeney and Ken T installed water sensor, and ran 

cable up to the bottom of ladder at gate. 

Noticed vandalism to Kiosk. Checked water level @ 9’ 

(9
th

 rung from bottom of ladder). 

This is down 10’ from July 16 

 

September 22 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Ken Jones visited Kiosk to observe damage and stopped 

in at the township and talked with Tom Ginnick. Tom is 

the new POC for the cave. 

 

September 25 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Howard stopped by Kiosk to determine what repairs 

might be needed and put tape on damaged Plexiglas to 

keep out as much weather as possible. 

 

October 8 

Cleversburg Sink: 

Prof Feeney and Ken T checked operation of Water 

Sensor, made a few placement adjustments to get the 

sensor off of ledge and about 7 or 8 feet lower into the 

water. It is now several feet below the bottom of ladder 

which is sitting on a large piece of breakdown. Performed 

lock maintenance & carried out some trash. Checked 

water level @ 6’ (6
th

 rung from bottom ladder) this is 

down 3’ from Sep 15 

 

October 11 

Carnegie: 

Dane Wagle removed register pages from Carnegie so 

new contacts can be added to the Carnegie Cave User 

email list 

 

November 14 

Carnegie: 

Ken T reviewed register and added 9 additional 

addressees to the Carnegie User List. Sent out an update 

to Carnegie users advising of WNS, current status of 

caving moratorium and reiterated prohibition of use of 

park restrooms for cleanup. 

 

December 16 

Cleversburg Sink 

Ken T and Prof. Feeney collected water level sensor data. 

Checked water level @27’ up about 20’ since Oct 8 
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